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Why eBooks?

Or, in other words, anything except printed books.

Stop the presses. Save the trees. The digital book — or eBook — is taking over. eBooks and eBook 

readers have moved quickly past the “early adopter” phase to become the preferred choice of 

millions of readers. Walk through any airport waiting area or Starbucks and you’ll see a growing 

number of readers enjoying new levels of convenience, portability, access, and affordability with 

their Kindles, iPads, Nooks and more. 

It’s not time to clear off those bookshelves just yet, but the sales numbers for eBooks in the last 

few years show where the publishing industry is heading — and fast.   

Sources: American Association of Publishers & International Digital Publishing Forum
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IKEA introduces a new, deeper version of its ubiquitous “BILLY” bookcase. The 

Scandinavian furniture giant predicts its customers will increasingly use them for 

ornaments, trophies, tchotchkes, and knick-knacks. 
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You can point to two events that really triggered the explosive growth of eBook sales in  

mid 2010: 

Apple introduced its revolutionary iPad in April 2010, selling over 3 million devices in the 

first 80 days. Consuming content has never been easier…or more fun!

Rival Amazon reduced the price of its best-selling Kindle 2 to $189 — in response to  

Barnes & Noble’s new low priced Nook offering. Suddenly reading devices were available  

to millions of eager readers and the gold rush was on! 

The latest research shows that as of September, 2011, 13% of all 

Americans own an eReader. That’s up from just 6% in November, 

2010.  By the time you’re reading this, it’s bound to be up another 

couple of points. And that doesn’t even count readers — including 

me — who are using smart phone apps to read their favorite books.

The eBook wave is crashing against foreign shores as well. In China, 

there are numerous eReaders available, but most of the digital 

reading public reads on their 780,000,000 mobile phones. Also, 

Amazon is about to introduce their Kindle Reader to India.

And speaking of Amazon: One more way to look at the amazing growth of eBooks comes through 

these actual press releases issued by the company in the last 16 months:

• September 16, 2009. Opening day sales for Dan Brown’s The Lost Symbol, the much 

anticipated sequel to the best-selling Da Vinci Code,  sold more copies for Amazon’s 

Kindle than in hardcover for the first time ever. The company credited the sales 

difference in the speed of downloading Kindle copies than print ones. 

• July 18, 2010. Amazon announces that its overall eBook sales topped hardcovers.  

For the previous three months it sold 143 Kindle books for every 100 hardcover books. 

• January 2011. Amazon sells more eBooks than paperbacks in the US during the final 

three months of 2010.

• May 19, 2011. Amazon announces that it has sold more eBooks than hardcover and 

paperback print books combined YTD.
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empowering the Independent author 

Beyond the exploding sales numbers, the electronic publishing age 

offers opportunities for new and prospective authors that have 

previously been open to a relative few. 

• authors in control. Society’s creative types — artists, musicians, 

sculptors, and authors — have almost always been at the mercy of 

others controlling and profiting — from their art. It’s been that way since Michelangelo was 

painting ceilings in Rome.  With eBooks, authors can finally have as much control as they want 

because of their direct access to their reading audience. By retaining all electronic rights to their 

eBooks, authors can dictate when and where their books are available for sale. 

• Short timeline. In the “publisher in control” model, when an author finally completes his or her 

manuscript, it’s a classic case of hurry-up-and-wait. It can take anywhere from 12 to 15 months 

for the traditional author-agent-publisher-designer-printer-bookstore model to get the work into 

the marketplace. Compare that with the 3 to 4 weeks it takes to see your BookBaby eBook on 

Amazon, Apple and more.

• Special interests can be special. So you’ve spent years of your life writing your opus: Thursday 

Morning Mating Habits of Left-Winged Emperor Penguins. Try getting a traditional publisher to 

commit the resources to print it. With eBooks, even tiny niche titles are economical to produce, 

satisfying small yet potentially profitable reading audiences. 

Last but certainly not least:

• More bank. The old payment formulas are completely upside down in the eBook world. Instead 

of accepting miniscule royalty percentages going through old school publishers, authors are 

seeing up to 70% of sales receipts through some of the online retailers. Even when eBook authors 

bring prices way down to 2.99….$1.99….even $.99…they’re realizing much higher revenue totals 

because of increased unit sales. (Much more about that later in this guide.) 

For all these reasons and more, authors are leading the charge into the digital age. And where 

does that charge lead? I’m glad you asked.

Why publish eBooks through BookBaby? 

Authors hold all the cards at the eBook table. There are dozens of options available to you, 

ranging from a Do It Yourself (DIY) project that costs next to nothing, all the way to an expensive 
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and elaborate suite of services for authors. 

Right in the middle of those offerings sits BookBaby. 

We’ve helped thousands of authors get their books into 

the digital marketplace. 

Out of all the options available, why are more and more authors choosing to publish their eBook 

with BookBaby? There are many reasons, but one stands out more than any other: 

Publishing your eBook with BookBaby is easy. 

How easy you may ask?  

• Upload your eBook and pay as little as $99. Sign up is fast and intuitive. You set the selling 

price, supply book descriptions, author bio — even list out keyword search terms so readers 

can buy your books online.  You’re in control from start to finish, and retain all publishing and 

ownership rights. And now we make even easier.

• Sell your eBooks worldwide.  We convert your original electronic files so that your eBook can 

be read on every reading device — Kindle, iPad, Nook, Sony Reader, and more. In about two 

weeks, your eBook is up for sale at Amazon, Apple’s iBookstore, Barnes & Noble, the Sony Reader 

Store, and many more in the coming months. 

• get paid 100%. We collect your net sales from the online retail stores. A few days later, 

BookBaby pays you every last cent.  Our cut of your sales? 0%.

That’s it. It’s all you really need to know to get started in the world of digital publishing. 

But there’s more to BookBaby. From supplying ISBNs and Cover Design services to eBook 

conversions from PDFs and for titles with massive amounts of pictures and graphics, we’ve got 

everything an aspiring — or established – author could need. Check this all out at our FAQs. 

The bottom line is that we like to keep things simple for BookBaby authors. In fact it’s right there 

in our tagline: Self Publishing Made Easy. 

http://www.bookbaby.com
http://www.bookbaby.com/ebookretailers/
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Before you’re ready to start your eBook journey with 

BookBaby, let’s cover a few more important areas.

eBook editing —  
More Important Than ever.  
So you’ve finished your book...congrats! What a huge 

accomplishment! You might think that each and every 

word is absolute perfection. But is it? 

When authors work through traditional system, editing 

is one of the most important elements that publishers 

or agents bring to the process.  Just because you’ve 

chosen to go another route doesn’t mean that the 

requirements for editing are any less strict. In fact 

it’s even more vital for you to have a set — or sets 

— of other eyes on your prose because your writing 

reputation is on the line. No subject matter or genre is 

exempt from this requirement.

What do you look for in an editor? Most editors 

concentrate on one or a few genres, and that’s a good 

thing. I don’t think I’d want a Young Adult book editor 

to help me with a text about marketing! So start your 

search for an editor that’s experienced with your type of 

subject matter.

To search for a professional editor, you can start with 

listings at Writer’s Digest’s site or Media Bistro. 

Recently many authors are using social media platforms 

to find their writing muse. LinkedIn is one of the best 

sites for industry professionals. You can search the site 

to find dozens of user groups or communities within the 

publishing world such as:

•  LinkEds and Writing 

•  Publishing and Editing Professionals 

PaY to the orDer of:  

Musicians, world wide.  

PaY exactlY:   

$200,000,000. and no cents.

That’s right – our sister company, 

cD Baby, has paid out over $200 

million to musicians across the 

planet. Every indie musician 

knows that CD Baby is the 

world’s largest online distributor 

of independent music, and since 

1999 we’ve helped almost a 

million indie musicians sell their 

music online through iTunes, 

Amazon and more. 

Now we’re bringing those same 

talents to the publishing industry. 

Luckily the wants and needs 

of musicians and authors are 

very similar. As a result we’re 

able to overlay those same 

great CD Baby services and 

powerful resources onto the 

digital publishing world to create 

BookBaby.com.  

We have about 200  
million other reasons  
you should work  
with BookBaby.

http://www.cdbaby.com
http://www.cdbaby.com
http://www.bookbaby.com
http://www.wd.com
http://www.mediabistro.com
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•  Writing and Editing Professionals 

•  Freelance Editing Network

Another good source is the editorial freelancers 

association , which has a directory of EFA members 

that you can search online. The EFA also has a great 

list of typical rates for various kinds of editorial 

services at http://www.the-efa.org/res/rates.php.

Choosing an editor for your all-important eBook 

isn’t an easy decision. Besides the need for a strong 

technician, the editor for you will understand what’s 

behind your words — you. It’s a lot like a professional 

golfer trying to choose a caddy. Each one knows 

their roles as they walk the course. But the team that 

develops trust, mutual respect, and appreciation of the 

others’ work will ultimately find success. 

You mean I can’t just use my .doc file? 
eBook file conversion 101 

Be it a cookbook, poetry book, or even a graphic 

novel — your manuscript has one final hurdle to jump 

before it is eReader-ready: You’ll need to have your 

Word, Text or other electronic files converted into a file 

format compatible with the most popular eReaders. 

There are three main file types currently associated 

with eBooks:

•  epUB (.epub) - The most popular open standard 

format for eBooks that allows Digital Rights 

Management (DRM). This is the format used with all 

the major retailers EXCEPT Amazon/Kindle. 

•  Mobipocket (.mobi) - An eBook format that allows 

users to add a blank page at any point in the text for 

notes,  bookmarks, corrections, and drawings.

Click with 
confidence 
how BookBaby’s customer 
service team takes care of 
the technical heavy lifting.

It may not be rocket science, but 
the eBook publishing process can 
be a real challenge nonetheless. 
That’s why it’s good to have the 
BookBaby team on your side.

While our website technology 
makes the process as simple as 
possible, it’s the people behind the 
scenes that make the difference. 
When you submit your eBook, 
one of our team members reviews 
your submission against a 15-point 
preflight checklist that includes:

• Confirmation of your supplied  
 ISBN number with Bowker. 
• Metadata inspection.   
• Check for cover artwork and 
 ensure that the image supplied  
 is in the appropriate format  
 and size.  
• A final check to make sure there  
 are no obvious typos in the title,  
 author’s name, etc.

Remember, if you have any 
questions during the process you 
are just a phone call or email away 
from an answer. Call us toll free at 
877-961-6878  or email to 
books@bookbaby.com

mailto:books@bookbaby.com
http://www.the-efa.org/
http://www.the-efa.org/
http://www.the-efa.org/res/rates.php
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•  Kindle (.azw) - Amazon’s proprietary format 

is based on mobipocket, but with their own DRM 

protections. 

Which brings us to the first fork in the road for 

independent self-publishing authors. Do you want 

a professional file conversion house to produce the 

necessary digital files for Amazon, Apple and the rest? 

Or do you want to save the expense and do it yourself? 

Plenty of authors have gone down the DIY road and 

found success. There are dozens of websites, author 

forums, and whitepapers available to guide you 

through it. But converting your Word file into ePub  

and .mobi isn’t for everyone. 

With the technology, standards, and best practices 

for eBook conversion constantly in flux, it’s tough for 

authors to stay abreast of all the latest developments. 

And frankly...that’s our job. Writers should be doing 

what they do best – write. Leave all of the technical 

details to our eBook conversion experts and your  

book will look great on all the different eReaders in  

the marketplace.

Do’s and Don’ts — eBook File Format 
Fundamentals 
No matter what path you choose for ePub conversion, 

you can go a long way to make the process easier by 

following some basic formatting guidelines:  

•  Use basic text files to upload. Our experts have 

learned that eBook formatting works best when 

authors can supply original files in .doc, .html or .txt 

file formats.  Best of all, BookBaby will convert most of 

these kinds of files for FREE. You can consult our faQs 

to see if your file qualifies. 

ISBN 
13 very important numbers 
for every eBook

The ISBN (International Standard 

Book Number) is a unique 13-digit 

code assigned to your book to 

identify it amongst all the others in 

the digital marketplace. Retailers 

use these codes to track and report 

sales.  Every book — physical or 

eBook — is required to have its 

own number if it’s made available 

for sale. In fact: If you’ve already 

published your book in physical 

form, you’ll need another ISBN for 

the electronic version. 

R.R. Bower is the official agency 

in charge of assigning and 

maintaining these numbers. 

Publishers and authors can buy 

blocks of their own numbers.  

A self-published author can buy 

just one ISBN for $125.  

 

BookBaby.com sells ISBNs for $19. 

Check out one of our favorite  

blogs — Selling Books — for  

even more information:  

http://www.sellingbooks.com/

what-does-isbn-mean/

http://www.sellingbooks.com/what-does-isbn-mean/
http://www.bookbaby.com/faq
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•  Don’t use tabs or the space bar to format paragraphs or individual lines. Use the format 

paragraph menu or the alignment buttons in the toolbar of your text-editing program.

•  Use standard fonts for your document, like Times New Roman or Courier New. Don’t use 

very large or very small font sizes. We recommend 12pt. font size for body text and 14-18pt. for 

chapter titles.

•  Resize large images to 300 pixels high if you would like them to display in-line with text. 

•  Do all image resizing work outside of the document, then reinsert them before saving.  

All images must be in .png, .jpg, or .tif format, 72 dpi, and in RGB color mode.* Cover and full-

page images: 800-1000 pixels tall by 550-700 pixels wide. Logos or simple images: 75 - 100 

pixels high.

•  Don’t wrap text around images. All images (except full-page images) should be set “in-line” 

with text.

•  Need more info? Additional information about how to best prepare your files for ePub 

conversion can be found at http://www.bookbaby.com/help/preparingforconversion

Need to convert from a pDF? No problem. A lot of established 

authors have Adobe PDFs or InDesign files for us to work with. We 

can convert from just about any file format, it just costs a little extra 

to strip out the additional code included in PDF, InDesign, and other 

complex files.

Cover Design — Stand Out On 
Crowded Virtual Bookshelves. 
It’s a scenario that plays out hundreds of times a 

day in your local bookstore: A book lover browses 

the aisles to uncover the work of a new author. 

Glancing left and right across the crowded 

bookcase, she suddenly stops to consider one 

particularly eye-catching book cover. 

What attracted her attention? Maybe it was the striking design and bold color scheme. Perhaps it 

was the catchy title or font treatment that caused her to pause. Her attention piqued, the would-

http://www.bookbaby.com/help/preparingforconversion
http://www.bookbaby.com/services/ebookconversion
http://www.bookbaby.com/services/coverdesign
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be reader picks up the book to study at close range and savor every word on the jacket. Her new 

discovery safely tucked under her arm, she heads to the cash register...

Now flip on your eReader and head to your favorite eBook store. Your would-be readers can’t do 

any of the above in the eBook world and yet people do judge eBooks by their cover. That means 

your eBook cover – a virtual postage stamp sized image within Amazon, Apple and the others — 

will make all the difference in a potential reader checking out your eBook. So put your cover art to 

the test:

•  Is it big and bold? The cover design needs to clearly display the book title and author name  

so that they can be read even when the image is small. 

•  Does it pass the “2 second” test? Can a potential reader understand what your book is  

about with a quick glance at your cover? Does your design quickly convey the vibe and tone of 

your work? 

•  Do you look like you belong at B&N? If you think your writing is world class and belongs on 

the shelf along with the literary greats, your cover needs to hold up its end of the bargain. If your 

cover art looks amateurish, the customer will assume the writing is too. 

If you’ve already got a cover design that you think passes all those tests — great. If not, BookBaby 

has you covered. 

A great eBook cover is one of your best sales tools, instantly conveying the key thoughts, 

messages and images that sum up your book. On those crowded eBook retail sites, it’s essential 

for you to stand out from everyone else. An eBook cover created by the BookBaby Design Studio 

will ensure you make a professional impression.

Our designers have years of experience creating packaging for authors, musicians and 

filmmakers, so rest assured you’ll get a cover that’s been designed with one thing in mind: Getting 

you more sales!

Check out our gallery of cover art examples and testimonials at  

www.bookbaby.com/services/coverdesign

http://www.bookbaby.com/services/coverdesign
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Data about Data — Why Metadata is crucial for your eBook. 
Metadata — the word itself sounds so cold and robotic, like a character from a new Star Trek 

movie. Actually, it’s one of the least known and understood components to publishing an eBook, 

but it’s critical to your marketing and sales efforts. 

Metadata is all the information related to a specific book — from the title, author name, and ISBN 

all the way through the synopsis, marketing copy, author bio, and cover images. To put another 

way, metadata is the who, what, when, and where of your eBook. When your eBook is listed 

on an online store, customers will see an image of your cover which they can click on for more 

information about your work and to access the actual content of your work.  

During the BookBaby sign up process, you’ll be prompted to provide information about your  

book including:

•  Author biography. 

•  The genre and subgenre of your book, so it can be categorized correctly in eBook stores. 

•  Short and long book descriptions that will be listed on your book pages on our partners’ stores. 

•  Keywords that will aid readers searching for your book on Amazon.

Acclaimed as one of the world’s finest 
photographers, DeWitt Jones has some 
impressive milestones on his resume.

• Award winning photojournalist. 
• 2-time Academy Award nominee.  
• Senior photographer for  
   National Geographic.  
• BookBaby Published Author

When Jones wanted to convert his 
publications into eBooks, he turned to  
the experts at BookBaby.

“BookBaby is my choice 

when it comes to creating 

and distributing  

my eBooks.”

From photography and artwork, to graphs, tables, and charts, 
BookBaby will convert all kinds of graphics to display on any of 
today’s eReaders. Your first ten graphic images are FREE and 
then just $2 each thereafter.

“Their process is simple and 
easy, and their experts help me 
produce beautiful photographic 
eBooks that look great on any 
eReader,” says Jones, whose 
latest eBook, iPhone Art In My Life, 
Vol. 1 is now available on Amazon, 
Apple, Sony and Barnes & Noble. 
“I would recommend BookBaby 
to any photographer or artist who 
wants to sell their book online.”

Getting Graphic Why one of the world’s leading  
photographers works with BookBaby.

http://www.bookbaby.com/services/ebookconversion
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What’s so important about metadata? Browsing through the online bookshelves usually begins 

with a search. If your metadata does not reflect what someone is searching for, no one will ever 

find your book. It doesn’t matter if you have an eye catching cover or attention-grabbing title. 

Without good information about your book, you’ll be confined to the virtual back shelves in our 

modern bookstores.  

So how do you go about creating good metadata? Here are a few ideas: 

•  Research retailers. Go to Amazon.com, Apple’s iBookstore or BN.com and look up books like 

yours. What categories are they in? Study the book descriptions. See what words they’ve used to 

describe their books. Then search for books using the keywords you found using the keyword tool 

(see below).

•  Use google’s keyword tool. It’s a tremendous window into the world of what people are 

searching for through Google. Look up words you feel describe your book and you’ll quickly see 

whether people are searching for those words and what other words they are using.

•  Be consistent. Don’t put one book description on Amazon and change it around for B&N. Use 

similar wording for the boilerplate on your press release, book flyer, etc. Create a document or 

spreadsheet documenting the metadata and where you used it. This is especially important if you 

have several titles and a huge time saver as you expand your marketing.

What price Is Right? — How Much You Should Charge  
For Your eBook 

Cruise any of the writer’s forums on the internet and you’re bound to find a  

log of discussions on the topic of eBook pricing. 

You’ll find legions of authors who are enjoying success — and best net sales revenue per book — 

at the currently popular price levels of $4.99 to $9.99. They’re making the maximum royalty from 

the eBook retailers — up to 70% returned to the author — and believe the higher prices begin to 

reflect the quality and value of their efforts. 

On the other side of the argument are hundreds of authors thrilled with the results of pricing their 

books down to rock bottom levels — $1.99 to 99¢ — giving up the high percentage of return for 

larger numbers of fans. A few authors like John Locke have seen their literary fortunes soar with 

this pricing strategy.

$
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Amazon’s list of 100 best-selling books has become a pricing free-for-all. During the week I’m 

writing this, 21 books were selling for just 99¢. Others were priced at $4.98, $7.59, and $8.82. 

The most expensive single book, at $16.99, was Dick Cheney’s memoir. There is none of the 

clarity of iTunes in its early years, when the price of music tracks was fixed at 99¢.

One of the biggest factors to consider in pricing your eBook is the percentage of sales you’ll 

receive from the retailers. Amazon pays out a royalty of 70% on all Kindle titles priced between 

$2.99 to $9.99. For eBooks priced below $2.99 and above $9.99, Amazon pays out only 35%. 

Most of the other eBook retailers have similar price banding.

To encourage more readers with a low price and still get the 70% royalty, you would set your 

price to $2.99. Every sale will yield you a net royalty of $2.09 per sale. 

If you opt to maximize your exposure and price your book at $0.99, then you’ll get 35 cents per 

sale. In order to get $2.09 in royalties with a book priced at $0.99, you’ll have to sell 6 books. If 

you sell 1,000 books at $2.99, then you’ll make $2,090. If you are contemplating a price drop to 

$0.99, then you’ll have to sell 5,972 books to make the same net royalties you did when it was 

priced at $2.99.

But writing and publishing an eBook is more than just numbers, dollars, and cents. These kinds of 

royalty calculations are only one factor in the success of an eBook. Why do some author’s price 

their book at 99¢ when the math seems to be so against that model? Here are a few reasons:

• It’s only 99¢, what’s the risk?  An impulse-priced book allows a reader take a chance on a book 

that looks interesting. If you’re an unknown author trying to build your readership base, this might 

be the answer. While $3.99 doesn’t sound like a lot, it does mean the difference between 1 book 

and 4 books for the purchaser. 

• an easier path to best-seller status.  To rise atop the Amazon rankings is the Holy Grail quest 

for most every author. Amazon counts book sales units, not revenue. Setting your price at the 

impulse level of $0.99 could help you creep up in the ranking and gain visibility there — visibility 

you might not have gotten if you kept your book price higher. 

• Success begets success.  When you visit your book page, you’ll see a section that says 

“Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought.” The real value for you is when your book 

appears in that section on other successful books. Amazon will list up to 100 books in this section 
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and readers will often scroll through that list to discover other books that look interesting. Again, 

a drop of 99¢ may be the catalyst to increase your sales enough to land you in that section on 

some popular books. 

Those are a few of the arguments for dropping your Kindle book price to 99¢. Of course pricing 

is only one factor in the success of a book. There’s no guarantee your 99¢ book will attract 

hundreds of new readers — that’s why it’s important to continue to market your book and 

actively seek out ways to get it in front of new readers. 

So what should you charge for your book? As the back-and-forth pricing arguments attest, there 

is no easy answer. It depends on your genre, your commitment to marketing, and the prevailing 

winds of the marketplace at any given time or place. New authors who are trying to find a 

readership can use the low price strategy to great success. 

If you have a series, you may want to lower the first book in the series to entice people to give 

you a try. Other books can then be priced higher because you are no longer a new author to those 

who have purchased your book. 

And if you’re an established author finding success with eBooks, think long and hard about 

changing your book pricing strategy. If you are seeing success at one price, think hard before 

trying to cash in on a higher price. You don’t want to kill the momentum of your sales which may 

be a hard thing to restart if you do.

Like the rest of the eBook world, we’re in a rapidly evolving environment when it comes to eBook 

pricing. Things are so new, and changing so quickly, that pricing strategies can be outdated in the 

blink of an eye. One of the great things for authors who self-publish their eBooks is the ability to 

change the price, test different price points, and react to the market demand.

Time to publish — Some final notes.

Nobody can predict if your eBook is going to be best seller. But I’ve got one prediction that will 

very likely come true: As soon as the virtual ‘ink’ is dry on this guide to making an eBook, there 

will be new ideas or concepts for you to explore. I encourage you to subscribe to some of the 

leading publishing blogs out there, including our own BookBaby blog. 

The eBook world is very young. But as the sister company to the musical powerhouse CD Baby, 

this feels like very familiar territory. Today’s publishing world is eerily similar to the music world, 
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circa 1999. That was the era of Napster, Peer-to-Peer Sharing and even of the birth of the iPod. 

The marketplace was a state of flux and confusion as musicians, agents and record companies 

were forced to react to the rapid change in technology. 

Likewise publisher, agents and authors are currently scrambling to understand the new eBook 

world.  By reading this guide, I hope to have shared a few insider’s tips and advice to help you 

publish a truly great eBook.

Steven Spatz is the Vice President, Marketing for AVL Digital, whose brands include Disc Makers, 

CD Baby, Host Baby and BookBaby. Previously Spatz has worked for Fortune 500 companies such 

as Mattel and Hasbro, as well as his family business, Pinnacle Orchards.  A resident of Bucks 

County, PA, Spatz represents BookBaby at many trade shows and digital publishing conferences 

around the US. 

Click to go to bookbaby.com

http://www.bookbaby.com

